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At this moment, an uninhabited island in South America is covered by ice and snow.
Victoria was leading Revendor through the huge underground structure on the 
island.
The two went all the way to the deepest part of the underground building.
Here, there is a space completely sealed in the rocks.
In this space, there is one and only one ventilation pipe well to communicate with 
the outside world.
And the three elders of the Warriors Den are retreating here at this moment.
Interestingly, since the three of them retreated for a hundred years,
Without knowing it, they have followed the Warriors Den across more than half of 
the world,
From China, through Oceania, and finally to South America.
These three people have already completely cut off all contact with the outside 
world.
At the same time, they have tightly wrapped their bodies with aura,
So that the body’s metabolism has almost stagnated.
They don’t know how long the outside world has passed.
They have become purer, and at the same time constantly attack the Niwan Palace 
with spiritual energy, trying to completely open the Niwan Palace.
When Victoria came to this room, the three of them were already as skinny as 
sticks, like three sitting mummies.
However, Victoria could feel that there was a very powerful and pure aura hidden in
their withered bodies.
The three of them were really only one step away from breaking through the Niwan
Palace.
Among them, the one who made the fastest progress,
There is still a maximum of ten years of cultivation before breaking through the 
Niwan Palace.
At this moment, Victoria said regretfully, “If you wait another ten or twenty years,”
“The three of you will break through the Niwan Palace, and the Warriors Den will be
able to walk sideways in the whole world.”



“It’s a pity that the current situation has taken a turn for the worse.”
“Let the three of you leave the level early and eradicate the powerful enemy hidden
in the dark for me.”
As she spoke, she gathered the spiritual energy on her fingertips,
And then silently worked her mind, pointing at the three of them in the void!
Immediately afterward, three surges of spiritual energy quickly submerged into the 
bodies of the three withered to the point of waxing.
In an instant, the bodies of the three began to recover quickly like a dead tree in 
spring Blood and luster!
After about a stick of incense, one of the old men who seemed to be in his fifties 
suddenly opened his eyes.
He looked at himself first, and then at Victoria in front of him.
A hint of disappointment flashed across his expression,
But this disappointment disappeared in a blink of an eye, he immediately got up 
without thinking,
Bowed down to Victoria, and shouted reverently, “The subordinate Brovnen is 
happy to see you, Lord!”
The other two also opened their eyes at this time,
And the disappointment in their eyes disappeared in an instant.
Seeing Brovnen kneeling on the ground, they quickly followed Brovnen to kneel 
and salute.
“Subordinate Bowen is happy to see you, Lord!”
“Subordinate Buzzner is happy to see you, Lord!”
Victoria saw the flash of disappointment when the three of them just woke up, so 
she said,
“The three have been retreating for a hundred years. You really worked hard!”
“Hundred years?!”
All three of them were taken aback, no one thought that this retreat would take a 
hundred years!
What’s more, they didn’t expect that after a hundred years of retreat,
They still haven’t been able to break through the Niwan Palace!
What they didn’t expect the most was that after a hundred years of retreat, they 
were about to break through the Niwan Palace,



But they were awakened by the Lord at the last moment.
Although the three were extremely helpless in their hearts,
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